
Exam – 2013 Central Region Freestyle/Greco Officials 

Name:                                                Phone:                                       Email: 

1. If there is no fall (and no disqualification, default, etc.), which wrestler wins the match? 

 

2. List all the ways a period could end in less than 2 minutes?  (Assume no injury or blood stoppage and no 

brutality disqualification.) 

 

3. Do regular periods (not overtime or ordered hold) always start from a standing position? 

 

4. When starting from a standing position, must the wrestlers remain stationary until the whistle blows? 

 

5. What about the outcome of wrestling near and beyond the edge is radically different from folkstyle? 

 

6. From standing, Red attempts a headlock but slips off of Blue and Red goes immediately to the ground.  

Blue follows on top, but has not actively brought Red to the ground.  What should the official do?  Blow 

the whistle?  Award any points? 

 

7. In Greco from standing Red, in the process of executing a headlock uses his leg to trip Blue.  What 

should the official do? 

 

8. In Greco from standing, Red has an over under tie and attempts to position his hips to initiate a throw.  

Blue counters by blocking Red’s thigh.  What should the official do? 

 

9. From the feet Red executes a fireman’s carry on Blue, taking Blue for a split second into immediate 

danger.    Blue immediately pops back to a “neutral” position so that Red never controls Blue – i.e., in 

folkstyle no takedown was earned.  How should this be scored? 

 

10. Blue attempts a leg attack on Red.  Red sprawls and takes a front headlock on Blue.  Red does a 

successful front head spin (“Alligator Roll”) on Blue.  In the process of completing the front head spin, 

Red, by his own action, puts himself in danger.  Blue does not hold or block Red – i.e., Blue has not 

initiated any action to cause Red to be in danger.  How is this scored? 

 

11. All of the following are prohibited in the Kids divisions except: 

a. sitting out with a double chicken wing (double arm bar) 

b. straight back salto to the head 

c. locked hands gut wrench 

d. three-quarter Nelson with a leg hook 

e. slam 

f. neck wrench 

 


